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by LordLatios (me) and LadyLatias (my brother)over PictoChat on the DS, some are funny some arnt be
he wanned me to post em so yeah, i think you can tell wich ones are done by who :P
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Knuckles is red and has a big head
Sonic is blue and smells of poo
Tails is a fox and likes to eat rocks
Shadow is cool and has a big-@$$ gun-ool
Charmy's voice is shrill it makes me wanna KILL
Espio is pink it gives off a stink
Shadow is ace he comes from space
Vector is green and should never bee seen
Big is stupid and has a massive poopid
Amy wears a dress THANK GOD
Meatal Sonic is a robot that has a no-bot
Shadow has a gun you'd better RUN
Chao are cute and fun to shoot
Cream is a bunny that smalls a bit funny
Rouge is a HO
Cheese is dead Cream bit off hi head
Bark is a polarbear that smells like underwear
Bean is a duck that likes to ****
Blaze is a cat she wears a stupid hat
Jet is a bird he likes to eat turd
Fang the sniper smells like an old daiper
Robotnik is a dude that likes to pose nude
Wave is a swallow her head is hollow
Storm the albertross has a butt like cany-floss
Robotnik is smart but had an eggy fart
Super Sonic is a super dooper pooper
Charmy the bee drinks nothing but wee
Chao are squishy but taste a bit fishy
Tails on the loo does an eggman sized poo
Shadow is black and a little bit slack
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